
Online Game--Commandos 2
 You will find 21 missions total inside by which 2 are training missions 10 are like major missions and then comes bonus missions and they're 9 in

numbers.It was published in 2001 produced by Pyro Interactive. This game is full HD and designed in 3D animations giving you more realistic looks in

numerous timings like day and night. It's a single player game along with multiplayer game so you can enjoy any mode that better suits you. The huge

buildings inside seem as real and their interiors make sure they are more next to real world. Castles may also be a part of this action game that also

designed properly.

 

These missions are somehow associated with some movies like in one single mission its .Is Paris Burning?. name of a film released in 1966. Another

mission named .Guns of Savo Island., in this level the player is helped by a hero whose name is Wilson and it is founded on character of Robinson

Crusoe. Movie .Das Boot. is connected with the mission .Das Boot, Silent Killers. of Commando 2. The Bridge on the River Kwai is reference to the

movie of same name. It is a mission based objective game where in fact the expertise of highly trained troops is there to compete the enemies. You

will find Japanese headquarters, submarine installation in the game.

 

This online free action game was made in 2004; the destination is Paris in the game. It's quite difficult movie to perform in one single go, you must

have more grip on the game to pass on. You will find very dangerous enemies there and items or ammunition are not in the excessive amount. This

game includes powerful Beret, marine, spy who used to disguise himself as an enemy, sapper, and sniper with seductive agent. Try to create no

mistakes because the missions are huge in most standards and when you have again and again make mistakes it will need long to perform the

missions. You must have the 2 tutorial levels before starting main mission.

 

Commandos 2 the characters have skills and are extremely versatile in all aspects. But here you can't get option to have commando of your choice,

you'll just play with the commandos available there. Very soon you can come to know that among you and victory there stands enemy and they cannot

enable you to go easily, there you place plenty of effort. The specific situation gets even tenser but you don't have time limitations there.

 

In the start of the overall game you can find small variety of commandos with unique abilities and weapons to compete the mission. Some commandos

2 character details are; Sniper named Francis Woolridge, he's a sharpshooter of the team. The Green Beret Jack O'Hara is an Irish sergeant could be

the strongest can make up heavy loads. Snapper Thomas Hancock is capable to clear the mines with hand grenades and also use dynamites and

time bombs to clear the path. James Blackwood as Marine, a specialist to dive in water and can drive boats. Natasha a seductress, she is a Soviet

operative distracting the soldiers of enemies very firmly and Paul Toledo as thief he climbs walls and jumping in to the windows.

 

As we know by the name with this game it is a sequel game and this 1 has more impressive features compared to the previous one. Indeed it's rather

better than the very first one. It's more focused, you can find missions involved there and make an order to proceed through this game with variety of

weapons. 

About the Author
It attracted many players as there are challenges and all of the people such as the challenged games while they set goals to proceed through it. So it's

a greater opportunity to play such awesome game for all your action game lovers at www.freeminigamesonline.devhub.com
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